
OUTDOOR SCULPTURE AT HELMINGHAM HALL
Suffolk IP14 6EF

28th April – 17th September 2023
One of the country’s finest Elizabethan stately homes

Raising money for the care and cure of breast cancer

A stunning exhibition of outdoor sculpture in the award-
winning gardens designed by Chelsea Gold medal winner
Xa Tollemache PLUS an opening 3-day exhibition of
contemporary paintings and ceramics inside the historic
interior of the Hall, usually inaccessible to the general public.

ART FOR CURE is one of the UK’s most successful breast
cancer charities, raising money for vital breast cancer
research and support services, through the sale of
contemporary art, ceramics and sculpture with 30% of all
sales going directly to their non-profit, voluntary fundraising.

SCULPTURE

• A unique curation of sculpture from over 50 eminent
sculptors in the UK.

• Deeply human and expressive figures by Carol Peace
and Beatrice Hoffman

• Hanging, mesh wire sculptures by David Begbie and
seated figures by Rachel Ducker.

• Suffolk-based Paul Richardson’s Chelsea and Hampton
Court Flower Show sculpture, including ‘Falling Leaves’

• Favoured bronze stags, hares and dogs by Tanya
Russell and Andrew Kay authentic in the backdrop of
the spectacular deer park

• Contemporary ceramicist Emma Fenelon’s intriguing
terracotta towers working as well indoor as outdoor.

• Materials from stone, steel, marble, wood and metals
are all represented in this superb curation to buy.



SCULPTORS FROM TOP L-R: PAUL RICHARDSON -‘Falling Leaves’/
BEATRICE HOFFMAN – ‘Etruscan Couple II’/ EMMA FENELON –‘Longshore Drift
Brown Tower’ / DAVID BEGBIE ‘Tuusum’ / ANNE CURRY ‘Coup de Vent’
BELOW: ANDREW KAY – Herd of Deer / CAROL PEACE ‘Come Along Girls’



PAINTINGS AND CERAMICS: The exhibition will be open with
an accompanying 3-day indoor exhibition of paintings and
contemporary ceramics / Private View on 28th April (5-10pm)
and 3-day exhibition ( 10-5pm) / in the Great Hall and Dining
Room.
A new collection from over 30 artists with contributions from
eminent figurative painter Henrietta Dubrey whose strong
and beautiful women are always first night sell-outs. Stylish
painter Penny Madden, wife of Marigold Hotel film director
John Madden will launch a new theme of botanical works
with successful painter Kate Giles expressing her intimate
interpretations of the rural East Anglian landscape.
Sophie Cook, Kate Reynolds and Laura Hutson who reside in
East Anglia and exhibit work on an international platform will
fill the 500-year-old historic home with their colourful,
contemporary ceramics.

Top L-R : Laura Hutson, Sophie Cook, Kate Reynolds , Eileen Coxon
Henrietta Dubrey and Penny Madden.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, EDITORIAL CONTENT, EXHIBITION DETAILS
AND HIGH DEFINITION IMAGES PLEASE CONTACT :
Belinda Gray belinda@artforcure.org.uk / 07815 061132


